Analysis of synchronous photon emissions from the bacterium Photobacterium phosphoreum during colony formation from a single cell.
Light emission from Photobacterium phosphoreum was analysed during cell growth on an agar plate from a single cell to colony formation. Temporal analysis of image intensified light was set so that a quadratic window covered a single cell. Intensity of light emission from a single cell through colony formation showed an initial decrease, a prolonged lag phase, and then a rapid increase. These responses on an agar plate were similar to those from liquid cultures. The image analysis showed repeated bursts of light emission in the phases when light was increasing and decreasing. Statistical analysis of light emission also emphasized the presence of bursts of light emission, suggesting the metabolic synchronism of luciferase reactions in either a single cell or suggesting the metabolic synchronism of luciferase reactions in either a single cell or synchronously divided cells. The repetitive bursts of light occurred in a single cell and continued during the growth phase in which the cell population and the light emission was increasing. In a single cell, however, periodicity of light emission was not defined directly from fast Fourier transformation, although it was indicated on oscillation of mean level of fluctuated light emission, at initial phase of culture on agar plate.